ABSTRACT: Conformation and dynamics of the vasoconstrictive peptides human urotensin-II (UII) and urotensin related peptide (URP) have been investigated by both unrestrained and possibly arising from the absence of folded N-terminal tail -ring interaction. The results suggest that the different biological effects of UII and URP are not caused by differences in ring-conformations but rather by different interactions with UTR.
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INTRODUCTION
The neuropeptide urotensin-II (UII) was originally found in the urophysis of teleost fishes. 1 A human homolog 2 of the orphan receptor GPR14 3 (a G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) that is very similar to the somatostatin receptor first isolated from rats) was identified in 1999. [4] [5] [6] UII is the natural ligand of this receptor, now called the urotensin II receptor (UTS2R, UTR). All vertebrate isoforms of UII show a highly conserved C-terminal sequence:
a cyclic 6-residue moiety (CFWKYC) closed by a disulfide bridge and flanked by valine as extra-annular residue (Scheme 1). 7 The length of the N-terminus of human UII is four residues but this is species variable, so that the total peptide length ranges from 11 residues for human UII up to 17 for hamster UII. [7] [8] [9] [10] Urotensin related peptide (URP) is a paralog of UII. 11 It has the same C-terminal cyclic moiety as UII but the extra-annular N-terminus of UII is replaced by a single alanine at position 1 in URP (Scheme 1). 12 The 6-membered ring closed by a disulfide-bridge is a common motif with other hormone peptides, such as Arg 8 - vasopressin and Leu 8 -oxytocin. UII is the most potent vasoconstrictive natural peptide known 2 and both UII and URP are thought to be involved in important physiological processes such as cardiovascular regulation, endocrine and behavioral effects. 7, 8, 11, 13 4 Consequently, they are linked to a multitude of pathophysiological processes such as atherosclerosis, heart failure, and many more. 7, 8, 11, 13, 14 Although UII and URP show similar potency at the UTR 12, 15, 16 and apparently have overlapping binding sites, 17 their signaling outcomes may, nevertheless, differ. 13 UII can behave as an almost irreversible UTR agonist, and the two peptides can affect astrocyte activity differently. 18, 19 The effects of UII or URP are often not conserved across species 11, 20 and may even be opposite (vasoconstrictive and vasodilative) within the same species. 21 In summary, the urotensinergic system is far from being well understood. Multiallosteric interactions of receptor and ligands or biased agonism that ultimately trigger different functions have been hypothesized. 22 Biological activity studies have shown that the ring sequence UII (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) is necessary to retain full agonistic potency 16, 23 and that the motif is essential for receptor activation. 23, 24 An intact bridge also seems essential, 16, 25, 26 but need not be a disulfide. 25 However, recently, the first acyclic peptide agonist for UTR has been described, a UII-analog that still suggests WKY to be the receptor-activating motif. 27 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies in water 24, 28 and dimethyl sulfoxide, 29 supported by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, 28 (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelles mimicking a cell-surface environment. They found two slowly exchanging states: one specified as β-hairpin with a β-turn type II' centered at W 7 and K 8 , and another weakly populated, apparently, with a more flexible and random structure. The highly structured state was suggested to be the active conformation in the receptor-binding pocket.
Analogous experiments for URP in SDS micelles suggested a very similar structure. 31 We now report unrestrained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of human UII and URP with the Amber ff99sb force field on extended time-scales (see Table S1 and Figures S1-S6 of the Supporting Information, SI). These simulations are designed to investigate the conformational space of the peptides as completely as possible. To rule out small force-field artefacts that might become important for such small peptides, we have also performed additional unrestrained microsecond-scale MD simulations with the CHARMM c36b2 force field. These simulations revealed no significant difference between the conformations obtained with the two force fields, so that we concentrate on the AMBER results, which are more extensive. Replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations have been used to improve the conformational sampling and to obtain thermodynamic information. The results are compared with NMR-spectroscopic experiments and a statistical model of the conformational equilibrium in aqueous solution is given.
METHODS

Molecular dynamics simulations.
MD simulations of the peptides UII and URP were performed with Amber 10, 32, 33 Amber 14 CUDA, [34] [35] [36] [37] and CHARMM c36b2. 38 Amber calculations used the ff99SB force field. 39 Comparison simulations with CHARMM parameter set 36 38 were used to rule out force-field artefacts. REMD simulations were performed with Amber. All simulations were carried out with unrestrained distances and explicit water solvation. Further simulation details are given in the SI (pp S2-S7).
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Conformational analysis. Conformational clustering of the backbone dihedrals (overall states) was performed with DASH. 40, 41 Additional sub-clustering of the ring and tail conformations led to a classification of UII and URP conformations in terms of distinct ringstate types. As representatives, the overall conformations of highest similarity to each ringstate type were chosen, equivalent to cluster centers (Table S2) . Hydrogen-bond populations and secondary structure motifs of characteristic conformations were calculated from corresponding sections of the MD trajectories using AmberTools with default settings. 33, 34, 42 Consistency of type assignments of states from different simulations was ensured by comparing the circular similarities of ring torsions, turn propensities and C α alignments.
Further details are given in the SI (p S8).
Principal component analysis. A possible correlation of ring and tail motions was
analyzed with principal component analysis (PCA) implemented in DASH. 41 Torsion weights were calculated from the coefficients of the relevant principal components (PCs). The number of significant PCs was determined by Kaiser´s eigenvalue-one test. 43 PC clustering was visualized via 3D-scatter plots of the three most significant principal components color-coded according to the assigned DASH states in SAR-caddle. 44 Further details are given in the SI (p S2-S13).
NMR. NMR spectra were recorded for human U-II and URP at pH 3.0/3.5 and pH 6.0 in 61 Here, we used REMD to determine equilibrium populations, rather than the metadynamics. This substitution is tested here.
Further details are given in the SI (pp S24-S28, Figures S8-S9, Table S13-S15).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Conformations of Urotensin-II. (Table 3) with turns fluctuating around ideal β-turn angles ( (Tables 1 and 3 ). This class shows highly populated transannular hydrogen-bonds that stabilize the folded conformations of the ring ( has only been identified experimentally in SDS micelles. 28 The SDS-conformation resembles the folded conformations found in our MD simulations. Figure  S1 of the SI); Ω = omega. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Table 4 . Similarity of the Ring Torsions of UII (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) , URP (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , and AVP (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Are Tail and Ring Conformation of Urotensin-II Mutually Dependent?
As described above, the structure of UII can be characterized by its ring conformation and by treating the N-terminus as an additional residue. A principal-component analysis (PCA) of the overall-torsion space supports this approach. It clusters the overall conformations of UII in accordance to the ring-state types clustered with DASH 40 ( Figure 1) . Nevertheless, the tail remains of special interest as it is the only structural difference between UII and URP. DASH (Table S4) . If both ring and tail torsions are significantly loaded on one PC, correlation can be assumed. The results are summarized in Table 5 . Few ring state types (folded-I and folded-IVb2)
show unambiguously that ring and tail torsions are not correlated, whilst omega-I types show uncorrelated ring/tail motions only if the tail is exclusively extended ( Figure S1 ). For all other Figure S1 to S6 of the SI).
b cf. DASH tail-state trajectories. c Qualitative results from the overall torsion space PCA: If relevant PCs (Eigenvalue > 1.0) correspond to both ring and tail torsions, then correlation was assumed (for details, see SI).
d Turn types (Figure 2 ) are in parentheses. e MD = MD simulation (DASH ring and tail-state trajectories are given in Figure S1 to S6 of the SI). 
Conformations of Urotensin Related Peptide.
In total, 22.8 µs MD were analyzed for URP ( , and the C-terminal V 11 in UII; the C-terminal V 8 in URP) and this can affect the local electronic structure, as seen by changes in NMR chemical shifts of these residues and their immediate neighbors. The UII peptide is more affected by pH, changing its protonation state from -1 at pH 6.0 to +2 at pH 3.0, whereas URP only changes from +1 at pH 6.0 to +2 at pH 3.0. However, these pH-dependent changes are small compared to those that occur if the solvent is changed peaks. This is because the distance-dependence of the NOE depends on the inverse sixth power (r −6 ), 64 so that simply averaging the distance (r) will yield incorrect results. Thus, short contacts that occur infrequently can give rise to significant NOE peaks, even though the time-averaged inter-atom distance may be large. For the same reason, NOE peaks that result from several different conformations in equilibrium can masquerade as a single fictitious conformation. A second set of resonances representing a minor population (~10% of the total) was also observed in the UII NMR spectra. This was identified as the cis-Pro 3 isomer of UII and fully sequentially assigned. As the cis/trans conversion in peptides is known to be slow on the NMR timescale 65, 66 it will not contribute to fast equilibria and is not discussed here.
Conformational Equilibrium of Urotensin-II.
The relative populations for the representative conformations of UII from three REMD simulations (with different initial conformations) are given in Table 7 . This table covers 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 approximately 80% of the conformational REMD snapshots, the remaining 20% (circular similarity of ring torsions < 65%) are transients that cannot be assigned unambiguously to the representatives. All three REMD simulations predict a similar ratio of open to folded conformations and, thus, the simulations can be assumed converged for these main conformational types. Unfortunately, the population of the individual sub-types of open and folded has not converged and differs strongly between the three REMD simulations (Table 7) .
However, convergence would necessitate significantly longer simulation times which are currently unobtainable. (Table S14 of the SI). The correlation of calculated 13 C chemical shifts with experimental shifts is satisfactory for the equilibria but gives the best fit for the omega-I open conformations (Table S13 of the SI). However, the correlation within the calculated sets of 13 C shifts is too high to give unambiguously distinguishable models ( Figure S8 ). This was also found for AVP 61 and is further discussed in the SI.
Smith and Goodman have proposed the so-called DP4-metric, which they designed specially to discriminate between conformations on the basis of the agreement between calculated and experimental NMR chemical shifts. 67 The DP4 probability is based on Bayes' theorem and is intended to provide an objective assessment of how likely it is that a given diastereomer (or in our case equilibrium distribution of conformations) is correct based on calculated and experimental chemical shifts. In our case the DP4 probabilities for both 13 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 60 Besides the experimental shifts of UII at pH 6, a second set of experimental shifts at pH 3 was measured and compared with the calculated shifts. The statistical metrics (data not shown) are extremely close to those at pH 6 which suggests conformational independence of UII for different protonation states (+2 at pH 3, -1 at pH 6).
The seemingly contradictory experimental single-conformer interpretations of UII´s structure 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 experiments in SDS micelles, and was suggested to be the bioactive conformation in the UII receptor (UTR). 28 Our results indicate that the proposed bioactive folded-type conformations already exist in aqueous solution to a significant extent, hidden in the fast equilibrium and that, if it is the bioactive conformation, it is selected by preferential binding to the receptor from the conformational ensemble.
Conformational Equilibrium of Urotensin Related Peptide.
Three REMD simulations of URP starting from different initial conformations gave the relative free energies and populations listed in Table 9 . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 14% folded conformations for URP with a predominance of omega conformations (Table 10 , Figure 3 ). This result is further supported by the DP4 assignment probabilities (Tables S15). Equilibrium REMD-VI also performs better than any single conformation. All thermodynamically accessible representative conformations of UII and URP can serve as templates for 3D ligand-based drug design or docking, the structural data are given in the SI.
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